
The Naxhelet domain is located between Namur and Liège, and

has been designed as a fully-fledged relaxation venue where

nature, sports, well-being, gastronomy and art de vivre

seamlessly blend together.

Naxhelet Business: three modular conference rooms equipped

with state-of-the-art technology to host your professional

meetings in absolute comfort, with the required discretion.

Naxhelet Hotel: a superior 4-star hotel with 33 spacious rooms

and 2 elegant suites with a modern look and refined comfort,

as well as breathtaking views of the golf course and the

surrounding nature.

Naxhelet Cuisine: an elegant restaurant where you can enjoy

delicious and inventive fine cuisine, with a menu that favours

fresh local produce and seasonal vegetables from our organic

garden.

Rue Naxhelet 1

Wanze - 4520

Phone number (main contact): +32

85 82 64 08

http://www.naxhelet.be
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Live the Naxhelet experience:



Naxhelet Golf Club: a golf course with no less than 30 holes

designed by the internationally renowned English architect

Martin Hawtree, as well as a clubhouse where you can relax,

with a TV area and games tables.

Naxhelet Wellness: a swimming pool and a wellness area

dedicated to relaxation, where our professional beauticians

offer you quality treatments using natural products.

The Naxhelet team will create an event entirely tailored to your

needs, including a culinary, sporting or golfing experience, an

evening at the wellness centre or any other type of activity for

your business guests.

The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.

We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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A team of event organisers at your service:


